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Abstract

Atmospheric pressure plasmas have shown great promise for the treatment of wounds and
cancerous tumors. In these applications, the sample is usually covered by a thin layer of a
biological liquid. The reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) generated by the plasma
activate and are processed by the liquid before the plasma produced activation reaches the
tissue. The synergy between the plasma and the liquid, including evaporation and the solvation
of ions and neutrals, is critical to understanding the outcome of plasma treatment. The
atmospheric pressure plasma sources used in these procedures are typically repetitively pulsed.
The processes activated by the plasma sources have multiple timescales—from a few ns during
the discharge pulse to many minutes for reactions in the liquid. In this paper we discuss results
from a computational investigation of plasma–liquid interactions and liquid phase chemistry
using a global model with the goal of addressing this large dynamic range in timescales. In
modeling air plasmas produced by a dielectric barrier discharge over liquid covered tissue,
5000 voltage pulses were simulated, followed by 5 min of afterglow. Due to the accumulation
of long-lived species such as ozone and NxOy, the gas phase dynamics of the 5000th discharge
pulse are different from those of the first pulse, particularly with regards to the negative ions.
The consequences of applied voltage, gas flow, pulse repetition frequency, and the presence of
organic molecules in the liquid on the gas and liquid reactive species are discussed.
Keywords: atmospheric pressure plasma, plasmas on liquids, dielectric barrier discharges,
liquid chemistry, global modeling, air plasma chemistry
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

oxygen atoms (O), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and nitric oxide
(NO), and other reactive neutrals such as ozone (O3), singlet
delta oxygen (O2(1Δg)) and peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH).
Although several of these reactive species are known to be
important in normal biological processes, such as metabolism
and response to bacterial invasion [7, 8], the precise mech
anisms and roles of these species are not well known.
During plasma treatment, the tissue is often covered by a
thin layer of a blood serum-like liquid or a saline-like solu
tion. Plasma produced species are processed by the liquid
layer, reacting with each other, the liquid, and organic mol
ecules in the liquid before reaching the underlying tissue. In
the case of water dominated liquids, the reaction chemistry of

Atmospheric pressure plasmas (APPs) sustained in air are
being investigated in the context of plasma medicine for
treating human tissue to promote the healing of wounds [1],
especially chronic wounds such as those associated with
diabetes. APPs have also been shown to induce apoptosis in
cancer cells [2] and to kill bacteria [3–5]. Reactive oxygen and
nitrogen species (RONS) represent an important component
of the influence of the plasma on biological systems—these
species can trigger response pathways in individual cells, as
well as produce systemic responses [6]. These RONS con
sist of radicals such as hydroxyl (OH), hydroperoxyl (HO2),
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layer above the liquid, and H2O2aq would likely be the most
abundant RONS in the liquid.
A comprehensive modelling study by Liu et al addressed
a surface microdischarge sustained remotely from the liquid
being treated [20]. The physical domain was divided into
3-zones: plasma, gas consisting of long-lived neutral species,
and liquid. The three zones were computationally tightly cou
pled, and the equations representing the zones were simulta
neously integrated. The plasma zone was treated using global
kinetics, while the neutral gas and liquid were treated using
1D transport. The most reactive neutral species NO, OH, O,
and O2(1Δg) did not survive transport from the remote plasma
source to the liquid. The most significant gas phase species
influencing the liquid chemistry were H2O2, O3, HNO3, and
HNO2. These species are capable of producing more reac
tive species in the liquid, such as OHaq, providing a source of
reactivity at depths in the liquid that cannot be reached by the
more reactive species produced in the remote plasma source.
The goal of the present investigation is to improve our
understanding of the influence of operational parameters of
atmospheric pressure discharges sustained in air on the chem
ical activation of liquids, in this case water, on timescales
of ns to several minutes. Understanding the coupling of gas
phase and liquid chemistry and their dependence on voltage,
gas flow, pulse frequency, and the presence of organics in the
water is required to optimize the application of these sources
for desired biological outcomes. With this goal in mind, in this
paper, we discuss results from a computational investigation
using a global model of DBD processing of thin water layers
for long periods (thousands of discharge pulses) and sufficient
post-pulse reaction time that the products in the gas phase and
liquid essentially reach their final state.
The importance of multidimensional effects in plasma–
liquid interactions is well known. It is true that 2- and 3D
models can provide a more complete description of the gas
phase breakdown processes, the spatial dependence of the dis
charge and transport into the liquid. However, the computa
tional burden and complexity of these models make it difficult
to address the hundreds to thousands of discharge pulses and
many minutes of post-discharge reactions relevant to plasma
treated liquids. With the large variety of plasma sources cur
rently being experimentally investigated (e.g. DBDs, surface
microdischarges, plasma jets), the parameter space is large. A
global model which is capable of addressing both short and
long time scales and which is generically applicable to all
discharges may provide a viable method to investigate these
multiscale processes.
The model employed in this investigation is a global simu
lation modified to have two 0D zones—one gas phase and one
liquid—which exchange species only through the interface
between the gas and liquid. Separate reaction mechanisms
were employed in each zone. Although this study focuses on
the plasma activated liquid chemistry, the chemistry is not the
only means through which plasma affects the tissue. High
electric fields can initiate electroporation of cell membranes
[21], and the role of photons may also be significant, espe
cially as a source of radicals in the liquid by photolysis of
water.

the gas phase plasma–liquid system has multiple timescales.
At one extreme are the ns duration processes during the gas
phase plasma pulse which produces primary radicals such as
O and OH by electron impact dissociation. These species are
renewed on a pulse-by-pulse basis. At the other extreme, reac
tive nitrogen species (RNS) such as HNO3 accumulate over
many tens to thousands of discharge pulses. There are simi
larly large dynamic ranges of timescales for plasma activated
processes in the liquid. For example, solvated OHaq (the aq
subscript denotes an aqueous species) reacts on timescales
as short as microseconds to form H2O2aq [9]. In contrast, the
density of ONOOHaq may evolve over many hours in plasma
activated water [10–12].
The diagnostics available for measuring concentrations
of reactive species in liquids are typically limited to long
timescales, often minutes and sometimes hours after plasma
treatment [13]. Although real-time measurements of selected
species are possible, such as for solvated electrons and OHaq,
these are not widely applied techniques [14, 15]. Investigations
of the plasma activation of liquids may then need to address
a large dynamic range in time approaching or exceeding min
utes, not only to address the long term chemistry but also to
enable comparisons with the available diagnostics.
Several computer models have been developed to address
plasma–liquid interactions for biological and environmental
investigations. Experiments on the removal of pollutants from
a flowing water film by dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs)
have been modeled using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) techniques [16]. O3 and the pollutant were included in
this multi-fluid model, while explicitly calculating liquid reac
tions and pollutant interactions. There was indication that the
plasma increased the transport of pollutants from the liquid
into the gas, most likely from induced mixing of the liquid.
Matsui et al developed a model for discharges within O2 bub
bles moving through water [17]. The liquid and gas phase
kinetics in this model were weakly coupled. The gas dynamics
were solved on different timescales than the liquid and used
to update the liquid species. The calculations closely matched
experimental measurements of the breakdown of acetic acid
by OH. Agreement with the experiments was achieved by
including the reaction of Oaq with H2Oaq, indicating that this
process contributes significantly to OHaq levels in the liquid. A
further study separated this system into 3 phases, gas, liquid,
and plasma, with each phase represented by global kinetics
models [18]. Increasing the water vapor density in the bubble
resulted in more H2O2aq and less O3aq. The water vapor den
sity, and the resulting H2O2aq, increased as a function of dis
charge current.
Kelly and Turner developed a model of a radio frequency
(RF) plasma jet sustained in He/O2 while treating the liquid
as a reactive surface [19]. The plasma and neutral chemistry
were decoupled. Plasma dynamics were resolved as a 1D jet
and solved to the steady state. The sources of neutrals based
on the plasma dynamics calculations were extrapolated in
time for use by a 2D fluid and neutral chemistry model. The
treatment of a liquid substrate was considered by assuming a
thin layer of gas saturated with water vapor. They showed that
H2O2, O3, and O2(1Δg) were the dominant RONS in the vapor
2
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We found that for a DBD sustained in humid air, the posi
tive ion dynamics change little over thousands of discharge
pulses. However, the negative ion and neutral dynamics evolve
as long-lived species such as O3 and NO2 accumulate in the
gas. In the liquid, many RONS accumulate over thousands of
pulses and then decay in the post-plasma period. The pH of
the liquid decreases due to the acids (e.g. HNOx) that are pro
duced in the gas and solvate into the liquid, or are produced
directly in the liquid. Increasing voltage increases most of the
reactive species densities due to the increase in power depo
sition. Due to the disparities in timescales for formation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and RNS, gas flow can be used
as a means to regulate the relative rates of solvation of ROS
and RNS into the liquid. An increased gas flow rate decreases
RNS in the liquid while increasing some ROS. Similarly, pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) may be a control mechanism. An
increase in PRF increases the ratio of O3aq to HNO3aq pro
duced by the plasma. The presence of organic molecules in
the liquid can largely consume the ROS, allowing a larger flu
ence of RONS to solvate in the liquid for species that normally
saturate in the liquid.
The model used in this investigation is described in sec
tion 2. Results from this investigation are discussed in sec
tion 3. In addition to a detailed analysis of the base case,
consequences of varying applied voltage, flow rate, pulserepetition frequency and organic content of the water are dis
cussed. Concluding remarks are in section 4.

where ne is the electron density and kb is Boltzmann’s con
stant. The first term on the right-hand-side is the power depo
sition. All power was assumed to initially be deposited in
electrons due to the low mobility of the ions. This assumption
is reasonable for the cases considered in this study at atmo
spheric pressure, but becomes less accurate in low pressure
plasmas where significant power is deposited in the sheath
by ions. The current density j and the electric field E were
obtained from the circuit module. The second term repre
sents changes in electron energy (positive or negative) due to
inelastic collisions where Δε is the change energy during the
collision with the species of density ni for the process having
reaction rate coefficient ki. The third term represents sources
of electron energy density due to collisions between gas phase
species n1i and n2i and (such as Penning ionizations). The last
term represents the electrons transferring momentum to the
neutral atoms and molecules through elastic collisions where
υmi is the momentum transfer collision frequency, me and Mi
are the mass of the electrons and the other species, and Ti is
the temperature of the neutral gas.
The density of all gas species was given by
⎧
⎫
dni
(L)
= ∑ ⎨(aij(R) − aij(L))kj ∏ nl alj ⎬
dt
⎭
l
j ⎩





∂t
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The first term represents the gas phase reactions j which are
sources or losses of species i. a(ijR) and a(ijL) are the number of
molecules of species i which are on the right hand side and
the left hand side of reaction j. The second term represents the
sources and losses from flow, where τflow is the average resi
dence time of the gas in the plasma, nio is the number density
of the species flowing into the reactor, P is the instantaneous
pressure and P0 is the desired operating pressure. The pressure
dependent term accounts for changes in flow speed that may
occur due to increases in pressure resulting from dissociation
or gas heating. Diffusion losses including recombination or
reactions at the wall are addressed by the third term. The third
term includes diffusion losses of species i at the surface of
material m and the source due to the return flux after surface
reactions occur with other species. fm is the fractional area of
wall material m and Di is the diffusion coefficient of species
i. For charged species this value is their ambipolar diffusion
coefficient, and for other species this value is determined by
mixture rules using Leonard-Jones potentials. Λ is the dif
fusion length of the plasma, defined by the geometry of the
reactor. The sticking coefficient, Skm, is the fraction of the dif
fusion flux which disappears at the wall, and the give fraction,
gikm, is the fraction of the consumed flux of species k which
returns as species i.
The gas temperature was calculated by

The model used in this investigation, GlobalKin is a general
purpose 0D plasma kinetics model which includes a circuit
module, options to address gas flow using plug-flow or resi
dence time approximations, diffusion to surfaces, surface
kinetics using a surface site balance model, and most recently,
a liquid interactions module [22]. The circuit module pro
vided the current through and voltage across the plasma which
results in power deposition. Alternatively, the power deposi
tion in the plasma can be directly specified as a function of
time.
An electron energy equation is used for the average elec
tron energy or temperature. Electron energy distributions
(EEDs) were obtained from solutions of Boltzmann’s equa
tion and were the basis of lookup tables that provided the
reaction rate coefficients and transport coefficients of elec
tron impact processes as a function of average energy. These
tables were updated at a frequency specified by the user (in
this case, at the beginning of each voltage pulse) to reflect the
change in these coefficients as the gas mixture evolves. The
electron temperature (Te) was calculated from,

(

⎛
1 ⎛
(P − P0 ) ⎞⎞
⎜nio − ni⎜1 +
⎟⎟
⎝
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τflow ⎝

⎫
⎧ Dn
Dn
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2. Description of the model
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Table 1. Henry’s law constants ([25]).
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where Ng is the total gas density, cp is the specific heat of the gas,
and Tg is the gas temperature. Pion is the power deposited into
the ions by the ambipolar electric field. The second term is the
gas heating due to elastic collisions between the electrons and all
other species. Franck–Condon heating is captured by the third
term, where ∆εifc is the energy released as gas heating in disso
ciation reactions and Ri is the rate of reaction i. The fourth term
includes the change in enthalpy from all reactions, including
charge exchange, where ΔHi is the change in enthalpy of reac
tion i, and Ri is the reaction rate. The fifth term is advective
cooling due to gas flow, where Ng0, cp0, and Tg0, are the density,
specific heat, and temperature of the gas flowing into the reactor.
P0 is the set-point pressure, and P is the current pressure. The last
term addresses thermal conduction to surfaces, where κ is the
thermal conductivity, and Tw is the surface or wall temperature.

Species

h (unitless)

H2O2
HO2
OH
H
H2
O, O(1D)
O2, O2(v), O2(1Δg), O2(1Σu)
O3
N2, N2(A3Σu), N2(v), N, N(2D), N2(a′1Σ)
N2O3
N2O4
N2O5
N2O
HO2NO2
NO
NO2
NO3
HNO2, HNO
HNO3, ONOOH
CO, CO(v)
CO2, CO2(v)
NH

1.92  ×  106
1.32  ×  105
6.20  ×  102
6.48  ×  103
1.80  ×  10−2
1
3.24  ×  10−2
3.00  ×  10−1
1.60  ×  10−2
6.00  ×  102
3.69  ×  101
4.85  ×  101
5.99  ×  10−1
2.99  ×  105
4.40  ×  10−2
2.80  ×  10−1
4.15  ×  101
1.15  ×  103
4.80  ×  106
2.42  ×  10−2
8.23  ×  10−1
1.47  ×  103

Note

a,b
a

a

a

a
a
c

a

Value corresponds to the first species in the list. Other species were
assumed to have the same Henry’s law constant.
b
Approximated. Species reacts quickly in water and will not reach Henry’s
law saturation.
c
Approximated by analogy to NH3.

2.1. Liquid module

To address the plasma activation of a liquid layer in contact with
the plasma, a second set of species and a separate reaction mech
anism were included in the global model. First, a duplicate sol
vated species was added for each gas phase species (i.e. H2O2aq
was added for H2O2). The liquid-resident species and reaction
mechanism are restricted to a second zone in the model. The
species in these two zones (gas and liquid) only interact through
the interface between the zones by means of diffusion into or out
of the liquid. Conceptually, the gas–liquid interface is treated as
one of the materials to which species diffuse and so is mechani
cally included in the sum of materials in equation (2). For the
material that represents the gas–liquid interface, the sticking
coefficient for the diffusion losses of neutral species from the
gas to the liquid is determined by the Henry’s law equilibrium
constant, hi. For species i and liquid material m,

where Vp is the volume of the plasma region and Al is the
surface area of the face representing the gas–liquid inter
face. Once a species enters the liquid, transport in the liquid
phase is assumed to be well stirred [23, 24]. In making this
assumption, the global model does not capture formation of a
boundary layer in the liquid at each pulse which may saturate.
The liquid species densities are given by
⎧
Dini,g
Vp
(L)⎫
dni
fl Si,liquid
= ∑ ⎨(a(ijR) − a(ijL))kj ∏ nl aij ⎬ +
2
dt
Vl
Λ
⎭
l
j ⎩

⎧ Di(ni,l − hini,g ) Vp ⎫
⎬
− max ⎨0,
⎩
Λ2
Vl ⎭

(6)

where ni is the density of the liquid species i. The first term
represents the liquid phase reactions j which are sources or
losses of species i. a(ijR) and a(ijL) are the number of molecules
of species i which is on the right hand side and the left hand
side of reaction j. kj is the reaction rate coefficient of reaction
j. The second term represents diffusion of species from the
gas into the liquid, where Di is the diffusion coefficient of gas
phase species i, ni,g is the density of species i in the gas, Λ is
the diffusion length of the plasma, defined by the geometry.
Si,l, is the sticking coefficient of species i on the liquid and fl is
the fraction of the area of the plasma which is in contact with
the liquid Vp and Vl are the volumes of the plasma and liquid
region. The third term represents transport out of the liquid
when the liquid is oversaturated. This term is only nonzero

hini,g − ni,l
Si m =
(4)
hini,g

where ni,g is the gas phase density of species i and ni,l is its
liquid phase density. This sticking coefficient is used for
ni,l/ni,g  <  hi and accounts for a diminishing rate of loss of
the gas phase species into the liquid as the liquid density
approaches its Henry’s law equilibrium values. If ni,l/ni,g  >  hi
at any time, then the liquid is oversaturated and transport of
the species is from the liquid into the gas. The flux from the
oversaturated liquid to the gas is given by:
Di(ni,l − hini,g ) Vp
Γi =
(5)
Λ2
Al
4
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when the liquid is oversaturated, and it represents the flux in
equation (5).
With liquid in contact with the gas, evaporation of the
liquid into the gas phase is included in equation (2) to account
for, for example, humidifying the gas. The flux into the gas
phase due to evaporation increases the density of the vapor
phase but the evaporation losses of mass from the liquid are
ignored, as they are assumed to be much smaller than the total
liquid volume. The evaporating flux is

Table 2. Aqueous reaction mechanism.

Reaction
Ions
eaq  +  H2Oaq  →  H2O−
aq
+
M+
aq  +  H2Oaq  →  H2Oaq  +  Maq,
+
+
+
+
+
Maq  =  N2aq, Naq, O+
2aq, NOaq, H2aq,
+
+
+
NO2 , CO2aq, COaq
+
N4aq  +  H2Oaq  →  H2O+
aq  +  N2aq  +  N2aq
+
O+
  +  H
O
  →  H
O
2 aq
2 aq  +  O2aq  +  O2aq
4aq
+
Haq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3O+
aq
+
N+
3aq  +H2Oaq  →  H2Oaq  +  N2aq  +  Naq
+
H2Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3O+
aq  +  OHaq
−
H−
  +  H
O
  →  H
O
  +  H
2 aq
2 aq
aq
aq
−
H2O−
aq  +  H2Oaq  →Haq  +  OHaq  +  H2Oaq
−
−
Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  OHaq  +  OHaq
Cluster ions
M+(H2O)naq  →  M+
aq  +  nH2Oaq,
+
+
+
+
+
Maq  =  H3Oaq, H2O+
aq, NOaq, O2aq, Naq
−
−
M (H2O)aq  →  Maq  +  H2Oaq  +  
−
−
−
(n  −  1) H2Oaq, M−
aq  =  O2aq, Oaq, OHaq
+
+
NO O2  →  NOaq  +  O2aq
Electronic and vibrational excited states
N2(v)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  N2aq  +  H2Oaq
N(2D)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  NHaq  +  OHaq
N(2D)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  Naq  +  H2Oaq
N2(a′1Σ)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  OHaq  +  Haq  +  N2aq
O2(v)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  O2aq  +  H2Oaq
O2(1Σu)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  O2aq  +  H2Oaq
O(1D)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  Oaq  +  H2Oaq
O2(1Δg)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  O2aq  +  H2Oaq
N2(A3Σu)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  N2aq  +  H2Oaq
N2(A3Σu)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  N2aq  +  OHaq  +  Haq
Acid dissociation
−
ONOOHaq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3O+
aq  +  ONOOaq
+
ONOO−
aq  +  H3Oaq  →  H2Oaq  +  ONOOHaq
−
HO2aq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3O+
aq  +  O2aq
+
−
H3Oaq  +  O2aq  →  HO2aq  +  H2Oaq
−
HNO2aq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3O+
aq  +  NO2aq
+
−
H3Oaq  +  NO2aq  →  Haq  +  HO2aq  +  H2Oaq
−
HNO3aq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3O+
aq  +  NO3aq
−
H3O+
aq  +  NO3aq  →  HNO3aq  +  H2Oaq
+
HO2NO2aq  +  H2Oaq  →  O2NO−
2aq  +  H3Oaq
+
O2NO−
2aq  +  H3Oaq  →  HO2NO2aq  +  H2Oaq
Reactive oxygen species (ROS)
OHaq  +  Haq  →  H2Oaq
−
H2O−
aq  +  Haq  →H2aq  +  OHaq
−
−
H2Oaq  +  Oaq  →  Oaq  +  H2Oaq
−
H2O−
aq  +  O2aq  →  O2aq  +  H2Oaq
−
H2Oaq  +  OHaq  →  OH−
aq  +  H2Oaq
−
H2Oaq  +  H2O2aq  →  OHaq  +  OH−
aq  +  H2Oaq
−
−
−
H2O−
aq  +  Oaq  →  OHaq  +  OHaq

Di(ni,s − ni,g ) Vp
Γi,e =
(7)
Λ2
Al

where ni,s is the gas number density corresponding to the
saturated vapor pressure of the liquid.
2.2. Reaction mechanism

The full reaction mechanism contains 79 gas phase species,
83 liquid phase species, 1680 gas phase reactions, and 448
liquid reactions. The mechanism includes the species associ
ated with a humid air plasma interacting with water. Henry’s
law constants used in the model are listed in table 1. In large
part, the gas phase reaction mechanism developed by Van
Gaens et al [26] for argon atmospheric pressure plasma jets
interacting with humid air was used for the gas phase portion
of the mechanism with the addition of carbon dioxide (CO2).
The liquid mechanism, shown in table 2, is based on that of
Tian et al [27] with modifications to address all species in the
gas phase mechanism and some improvements based on recent
publications. Water cluster ions were added to the gas phase
mechanism and assumed to charge exchange with water on
timescales of several ns. In particular, the peroxynitrite chem
istry has been improved based on recent experiments [10]. For
each weak acid hydrolysis reaction, the reverse process was
also added with an appropriate rate coefficient to fit with the
dissociation constant for each acid. These updates enable a
better estimate of the pH in the liquid. Long timescale decay
reactions were added to address the many minutes studied
here, including the thermal decay of peroxynitrite, ozone,
O2(1Δg), and the ozone anion. Several excited states from the
gas phase mechanism were added to the liquid mechanism.
The liquid reactivity in this reaction mechanism may be over
estimated, as excited states from the gas phase entering the
liquid with enough energy to dissociate H2O were assumed to
perform that dissociation. In reality there is some branching
ratio between dissociative and non-dissociative deexcitation.
2.3. Geometry and operational parameters

The discussion of results from this investigation is organized
into several sections—base case, varying voltage, flow rate
of gases, pulse repetition frequency, and presence of biomol
ecules in the liquid. In all cases the geometry is as shown in
figure 1, and represents treatment of tissue having an area of
1 cm2 covered by 1 mm of water, with an air gap of 2 mm.
The simulation is initialized with humid air at 100% relative
humidity (N2/O2/H2O/CO2  =  76.6/20.3/3.5/0.03) as would

Rate
coefficienta

Ref.
b

5  ×  10–15
5  ×  10–15

b

b

5  ×  10–15
5  ×  10–15
5  ×  10–15
5  ×  10–15
1  ×  10–17
5  ×  10–15
3  ×  10–20
3  ×  10–15

b
b
b

[28]
b

[28]
[29]

1.68  ×  108 s−1

b

1.68  ×  108 s−1

b

1.68  ×  108 s−1

b

5  ×  10–15
6.9  ×  10–39
2.4  ×  10–14
5  ×  10–15
5  ×  10–15
5  ×  10–15
1.2  ×  10–11
7.7  ×  10–18
1  ×  10−10
6  ×  10–14

b

5  ×  10–15
1.75  ×  10–6
1.43  ×  10–17
5  ×  10–11
5  ×  10–15
6.81  ×  10−10
3  ×  10–18
7  ×  10–16
5  ×  10–15
1.05  ×  10–7
3  ×  10–11
4  ×  10–11
3  ×  10–11
3  ×  10–11
5  ×  10–11
2  ×  10–11
2  ×  10–11

[30]c
[31]c
b
b
b

[31]c
[32]c
b

[30]c
b
d
d
b
b
d

[33]d
d
b
d

[29]
[28]
[29]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[28]
(Continued )
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Table 2. (Continued )

Reaction
−
−
−
H2O−
aq  +  HO2aq  →  OHaq  +  OHaq  +  OHaq
−
−
−
H2Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  H2aq  +  OHaq  +  OH−
aq
−
H3O+
aq  +  OHaq  →  Haq  +  OHaq  +  H2Oaq
H2Oaq  →  H2O+
aq  +  eaq

H2Oaq  →  OHaq  +  H
OHaq  +  Haq  →  H2Oaq
+
H2O−
aq  +  H2Oaq  →  Haq  +  OHaq  +  H2Oaq
OHaq  +  OHaq  →  H2O2aq
OHaq  +  H2aq  →  Haq  +  H2Oaq
OHaq  +  HO2aq  →  O2aq  +  H2Oaq
OHaq  +  H2O2aq  →  HO2aq  +  H2Oaq
−
OHaq  +  OH−
aq  →  Oaq  +  H2Oaq
−
−
OHaq  +  Oaq  →  HO2aq
−
OHaq  +  O−
2aq  →  O2aq  +  OHaq
−
OHaq  +  HO2aq  →  HO2aq  +  OH−
aq
Haq  +  H2Oaq  →  H2aq  +  OHaq
Haq  +  Haq  →  H2aq
−
Haq  +  OH−
aq  →  H2Oaq
Haq  +  HO2aq  →  H2O2aq
Haq  +  H2O2aq  →  OHaq  +  H2Oaq
H2aq  +  H2O2aq  →  Haq  +  OHaq  +  H2Oaq
+
H−
aq  +  H2Oaq  →  Haq  +  H2Oaq
+
H−
aq  +  H3Oaq  →  H2aq  +  H2Oaq
Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  OHaq  +  OHaq
Oaq  +  O2aq  →  O3aq
O2aq  +  Haq  →  HO2aq
−
O−
aq  +  H2aq  →  Haq  +  OHaq
−
−
Oaq  +  O2aq  →  O3aq
−
O−
aq  +  H2O2aq  →  O2aq  +  H2Oaq
−
−
−
Oaq  +  HO2aq  →  O2aq  +  OH−
aq
O(1D)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  H2aq  +  O2aq
O(1D)aq  +  H2Oaq  →  OHaq  +  OHaq
O(1D)aq  +  O2aq  →  Oaq  +  O2aq
O(1D)aq  +  O3aq  →  O2aq  +  Oaq  +  Oaq
O(1D)aq  +  O3aq  →  O2aq  +  O2aq
O(1D)aq  +  N2Oaq  →  NOaq  +  NOaq
−
O−
3aq  +  OHaq  →  O2aq  +  HO2aq
−
−
−
O3aq  +  Oaq  →  O2aq  +  O−
2aq
+
O−
3aq  +  H3Oaq  →  O2aq  +  OHaq  +  H2Oaq
−
O−
3aq  →  O2aq  +  Oaq
−
O2aq  +  HO2aq  +  H2Oaq  →  O2aq  +  
H2O2aq  +  OH−
aq
−
O2aq  +  H2O2aq  →  O2aq  +  OHaq  +  OH−
aq
−
O−
2aq  +  Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  O2aq  +
−
OH−
  
aq  +  OHaq
O3aq  →  O2aq  +  Oaq
O+aq  +  H2Oaq  →  H2O+
aq  +  Oaq
O+aq  +  O2aq  →  O+
  +  O
aq
2aq
−
O3aq  +  OH−
aq  →  O2aq  +  HO2aq
−
O3aq  +  O−
2aq  →  O3aq  +  O2aq

Table 2. (Continued )

Rate
coefficienta
–12

5  ×  10
1  ×  10–11
1  ×  10–10
1  ×  10–20 s–1
1  ×  10–20 s–1
3  ×  10–11
1  ×  10–9
1.7  ×  10–11
6  ×  10–14
2  ×  10–11
1  ×  10–13
8  ×  10–12
4  ×  10–11
1.5  ×  10–11
1.5  ×  10–11
1.5  ×  10–21
1.5  ×  10–11
3  ×  10–14
3  ×  10–11
1.5  ×  10–13
1  ×  10–14
3  ×  10–6
3  ×  10–6
2.2  ×  10–17
5  ×  10–12
5  ×  10–11
1.3  ×  10–13
5  ×  10–12
8  ×  10–13
8  ×  10–13
2.3  ×  10–12
2.2  ×  10–10
3.8  ×  10–11
1.2  ×  10–10
5.04  ×  10–10
6.7  ×  10–11
1.41  ×  10–11
1.7  ×  10–13
1.50  ×  10–10
2.6  ×  103 s–1
2.68  ×  
10–34 cm6 s–1
2.16  ×  10–22
2.98  ×  
10–35 cm6 s–1
3  ×  10–6 s–1
1.2  ×  10–12
1.9  ×  10–11
1.16  ×  10–19
2.66  ×  10–12

Ref.

Reaction

Rate
coefficienta

Ref.

[28]
[28]
[29]

Reactive nitrogen species (RNS)
Naq  +  Naq  →  N2aq
Naq  +  H2Oaq  →  NHaq  +  OHaq
Haq  +  HNOaq  →  OHaq  +  NHaq

5  ×  10–14
6.93  ×  10–39
2.18  ×  10–22

[30]c
[30]c
[30]c

1.3  ×  10–12
2.3  ×  10–13
1.2  ×  10–12
1.7  ×  10–11
2  ×  10–12
1.82  ×  10–35
cm6 s–1
6  ×  10–12
1.26  ×  10–56
cm9 s–1

[30]c
[31]c
[31]c
[29]
[29]
[29]

1.30  ×  10–79
cm12 s–1

[29]

6.28  ×  10–36
cm6 s–1
5.55  ×  10–34
cm6 s–1
4.8  ×  10–14
5.33  ×  10–12
1.67  ×  10–11
3.3  ×  10–11
2  ×  10–11
2.17  ×  10–13
7.5  ×  10–13
7.7  ×  10–36
cm6 s–1
1.93  ×  10–17
1.33  ×  10–18
1.4  ×  10–19

[29]

[30]c
[30]c
[30]c

2  ×  10–21
6.15  ×  10–16
2  ×  10–21

[30]c
[29]
[30]c

5.33  ×  10–12
1.99  ×  10–11
3.04  ×  10–39
cm6 s–1

[29]
[10]
[10]

2.9  ×  10–23
1.24  ×  10–23

[10]
[10]

7.14  ×  10–12
8.01  ×  10–21
9.61  ×  10–15
8.00  ×  10–11
3.8  ×  10–17
5  ×  10–13
1 s–1

[10]
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[31]c
[31]c
[29]

f

[30]c,f
[29]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[29]
[29]
[29]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[29]
[29]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[34]g
[34]g
[28]h
[29]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[28]
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[29]
[29]
[29]
[29]
[29]

NHaq  +  NOaq  →  N2Oaq  +  Haq
NHaq  +  O2aq  →  HNOaq  +  Oaq
+
O+
aq  +  N2aq  →  NOaq  +  Naq
−
OHaq  +  NO2aq  →  OH−
aq  +  NO2aq
−
Haq  +  NO−
2aq  →  NOaq  +  OHaq
−
−
Oaq  +  NO2aq  +  H2Oaq  →  NO2aq  +  
−
OH−
aq  +  OHaq
−
O2aq  +  NOaq  →  NO−
3aq
NO2aq  +  NO2aq  +  H2Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  
−
H3O+
aq  +  NO3aq  +  HNO2aq
NO2aq  +  NO2aq  +  H2Oaq  +  H2Oaq  +  
−
+
H2Oaq  →  H3O+
aq  +  NO3aq  +  H3Oaq  +  
−
NO2aq
NOaq  +  NOaq  +  O2aq  →  NO2aq  +  NO2aq
NOaq  +  NO2aq  +  H2Oaq  →  HNO2aq  +  
HNO2aq
NO3aq  +  H2Oaq  →  HNO3aq  +  OHaq
NOaq  +  HO2aq  →  HNO3aq
NO2aq  +  Haq  →  HNO2aq
OHaq  +  NOaq  →HNO2aq
OHaq  +  NO2aq  →  HNO3aq
OHaq  +  HNO3aq  →  NO3aq  +  H2Oaq
Haq  +  HNO2aq  →  NOaq  +  H2Oaq
O2aq  +  NOaq  +  NOaq  →  NO2aq  +  NO2aq
N2O3aq  +  H2Oaq  →  HNO2aq  +  HNO2aq
N2O4aq  +  H2Oaq  →  HNO2aq  +  HNO3aq
N2O5aq  +  H2Oaq  →  NO2aq  +  NO3aq  +  
H2Oaq
N2O5aq  +  H2Oaq  →  HNO3aq  +  HNO3aq
−
NO−
2aq  +  O3aq  →  NO3aq  +  O2aq
N2O5aq  +  H2Oaq  →  ONOOHaq  +  
ONOOHaq
NOaq  +  HO2aq  →  ONOOHaq
NO2aq  +  OHaq  →  ONOOHaq
+
H2O2aq  +  NO−
2aq  +  H3Oaq  →  
ONOOHaq  +  H2Oaq  +  H2Oaq
ONOOHaq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3Oaq  +  NO−
3aq
ONOOHaq  +  H2Oaq  →  OHaq  +  NO2aq  +  
H2Oaq
−
NOaq  +  O−
2aq  →  ONOOaq
HNOaq  +  O2aq  →  HO2aq  +  NOaq
HNOaq  +  O3aq  →  O2aq  +  HNO2aq
HNOaq  +  OHaq  →  H2Oaq  +  NOaq
OHaq  +  N2Oaq  →  HNOaq  +  NOaq
−
NO−
2aq  +  N2Oaq  →  NO3aq  +  N2aq
−
−
O2NO2aq  →  NO2aq  +  O2aq

[29]
[29]
[29]
[31]c
[35]c
[29]
[29]

(Continued )

[29]
[29]

[29]
[29]
[29]
[29]
[33]
[33]
[29]
[29]
[29]

(Continued )
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Table 2. (Continued )

Reaction

Rate
coefficienta
–20

Ref.
[29]

HO2NO2aq  +  HNO2aq  →  HNO3aq  +  
HNO3aq

1.99  ×  10

HO2NO2aq  →  HNO2aq  +  O2aq
HO2NO2aq  →  HO2aq  +  NO2aq
COx
CO2aq  +  Haq  →  COaq  +  OHaq
CO2aq  +  Oaq  →  COaq  +  O2aq
CO2aq  +  Maq  →  COaq  +  Oaq  +  M
CO2aq  +  O(1D)aq  →  O2aq  +  COaq
CO2aq  +  O(1D)aq  →  Oaq  +  CO2aq
CO2aq  +  O2(1Δg)aq  →  O2aq  +  CO2aq
CO2(v)aq  +  Maq  →  COaq  +  Maq
COaq  +  H2Oaq  →  CO2aq  +  H2aq
OHaq  +  COaq  →  CO2aq  +  Haq
COaq  +  O2aq  →  CO2aq  +  Oaq
COaq  +  HO2aq  →  OHaq  +  CO2aq
COaq  +  NO2aq  →  CO2aq  +  NOaq
COaq  +  O3aq  →  O2aq  +  CO2aq
CO(v)aq  +  Maq  →  COaq  +  Maq
O(1D)aq  +  CO2aq  →O2aq  +  COaq
O(1D)aq  +  CO2aq  →  Oaq  +  CO2aq
+
O+
aq  +  CO2aq  →  CO2aq  +  Oaq

7  ×  10–4 s–1
4.6  ×  10–3 s–1

[29]
[29]

1.4  ×  10–29
1.2  ×  10–49
3.2  ×  10–90
2  ×  10–10
2.5  ×  10–10
3  ×  10–18
1  ×  10–13
1.72  ×  10–13
1.2  ×  10–13
7.6  ×  10–47
1.5  ×  10–27
4.44  ×  10–35
4  ×  10–25
1  ×  10–14
2  ×  10–10
2.5  ×  10–10
1  ×  10–9

[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[36]c,i
[37]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[30]c
[36]c,i
[30]c
[30]c
[31]c

Figure 1. Model parameters. (a) The geometry used in the model.
The area being treated is 1 cm2. (b) The circuit applied to the DBD
in the model. The values of each circuit element are Cstorage  =  
200 nF, R  =  1 Ω, L  =  100 nH, and Cseries  =  Cparallel  =  1 pF. Cseries in
the circuit includes the capacitance of the dielectric, the water layer,
and the tissue. The storage capacitor is charged to the line voltage
at the beginning of each pulse, and the circuit module turns off after
the current switches polarities.

Aqueous species have an ‘aq’. Rate coefficients are for 300 K and have
units of cm3 s–1 unless noted otherwise. 1 cm3 s–1  =  6.02  ×  1020 M–1 s–1.
b
The solvation rate coefficient was estimated to be faster than other liquid
reactions in order to not be rate limiting.
c
Approximated by analogy to gas phase reactions.
d
Estimated based on the rate of the reverse reaction and the pKa.
e
The rate coefficient is estimated according to thermodynamic hydrolysis in
liquid water.
f
Actual rate is lower, rate is negligible in both cases.
g
Based on a general ion-ion recombination rate.
h
Approximated by analogy.
i
Approximated based on measured V-T relaxation time.
a

series capacitance, so its charge is not depleted during the dis
charge pulse. The switch is closed at the beginning of each
pulse. The circuit module turns off when the voltage across the
plasma changes polarities, and is kept off until the beginning
of the next pulse. All of the circuit parameters are reset with
each pulse. The initial charge on the series capacitor is set to
zero, the initial current is assumed to be zero, and the discharge
voltage is set to 10 kV. At the beginning of each pulse the elec
tron density is renormalized to be at least ne  =  108 cm−3 and
electron temperature is set to Te  =  0.025 eV. Charged neutrality
at the beginning of the pulse is maintained by the addition of
the appropriate amount of N+
2 if necessary.

occur over several minutes of exposure of the narrow gas gap
to the liquid surface. The exception is when varying gas flow,
where the initial humidity is 50% to reflect the incoming gas
from the ambient. The liquid in the base case is pure water
with 8.9 ppm dissolved N2, 4.8 ppm dissolved O2, and 140 ppb
CO2, which are their equilibrium values with air. The diffusion
length in the gas phase is d/π  =  637 µm, where d is the width
of the air gap. In the base case, the applied voltage is 10 kV, at
a PRF of 500 Hz. The simulation is run for 5000 pulses (10 s)
followed by a 290 second post-pulse period (5 min total). By
holding the top surface and tissue at 300 K, there is no signifi
cant gas heating in the base case.
The circuit addressed in the model is shown in figure 1(b).
The capacitance of the water in the circuit model is 71 pF, and
the total series capacitance, due to the liquid and the tissue, is
1 pF. The circuit then consists of a capacitor (1 pF) and resist
ance (1 Ω) in series with the plasma, a capacitor in parallel
with the plasma (1 pF), and a switch having an inductance of
(100 nH). A constant voltage is applied by assuming that the
storage capacitor (Cstorage) is initially at the applied voltage.
The storage capacitance is much greater than the parallel and

3. Plasma activation of water
3.1. Base case: multiple-pulse plasma activation of water

Upon application of the 10 kV at the start of each voltage
pulse, the small initial electron density, 108 cm−3, begins to
avalanche. Since the impedance of the plasma is large at this
time, the voltage across the discharge is essentially the applied
voltage, which produces a slowly varying E/N (electric field/
gas number density) of 2.0  ×  10−15 V cm2 or 200 Td (1
Td  =  10−17 V cm2). The electron temperature, Te, remains at
its pre-breakdown value of 4.3 eV until the electron avalanche
7
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Over this range of electron temperature, the rate of 2-body
attachment decreases as Te decreases, thereby decreasing
the total rate of electron loss. For these conditions, the dura
tion of the current pulse is determined by the charging of the
dielectric which is represented by the series capacitance.
As discussed below, with each successive discharge pulse,
the composition of the ambient gas changes with the accumu
lation of products initiated by dissociation of the feedstock
gases. The changes in composition of the gas on the basis of
mole-fraction are relatively small. After 5000 pulses, species
other than the feedstock species (N2, O2, H2O, CO2) have a
mole fraction of only 7.3  ×  10−3. However, even these small
changes in composition in the gas at the beginning of a dis
charge pulse affect the characteristics of the discharge. For
example, the electron temperature and electron density are
shown in figure 2(b) for the 1st, 100th and 5000th pulse. Te
is not particularly affected by these long timescale changes in
composition. The value of Te is in large part determined by the
rate of electron energy loss as a function of Te and the rate of
avalanche which determines the impedance and so the E/N of
the discharge. Both of these parameters are dominated by the
major constituents of the gas. It is also for this reason that the
maximum electron density does not appreciably change with
successive pulses.
Electron losses can, however, be significantly affected by
species having small mole fractions, particularly for processes
that attach low energy or thermal electrons. For our condi
tions, the accumulation of ozone (O3) and nitrous oxide (N2O)
on a pulse-to-pulse basis results in more attachment during
the afterglow of the discharge pulse which produces a more
rapid decrease in electron density. The dissociative attachment
processes to O3 are

Figure 2. Circuit and plasma parameters during the discharge
pulse for the base case. (a) Current and voltage. The combination
of the parallel capacitance and inductance produces a local peak in
discharge voltage at 2 ns. (b) Electron temperature (Te) and density
(ne) during the 1st pulse, 100th pulse, and 5000th pulse. Te and
the maximum value of ne are unchanged after thousands of pulses,
but the electron attachment rates increase at later pulses which
decreases ne.

e + O3 → O2 + O−,
(8a)
e + O3 → O−
(8b)
2 + O,

which have a total rate coefficient of 8  ×  10−10 cm3 s−1 when
Te  =  2.9 eV (corresponding to the maximum power deposi
tion). N2O, undergoes dissociative attachment,

produces a sufficiently large electron density to lower the
impedance and the E/N of the discharge. This occurs when
ne  ≈  6  ×  1011 cm−3, as shown in figure 2(b). With the decrease
in impedance and E/N of the plasma, Te decreases. The ava
lanche proceeds, increasing the electron density to a maximum
of 2.8  ×  1012 cm−3 as long as Te remains above 2.8 eV. Below
this value, the net ionization coefficient is negative, attach
ment to O2 begins to dominate electron losses, and the elec
tron density decreases. As the discharge current increases, the
voltage drop across the series resistance becomes significant,
and the discharge voltage further decreases. For this particular
circuit, the capacitance in parallel with the discharge and the
inductance produce a slight ringing in the discharge voltage.
Te follows the discharge voltage closely, and this ringing in
discharge voltage is reflected in Te. Note that at t  =  2.4 ns and
Te  ≈  2.1 eV, the rate of electron loss decreases. The attachment
to O2 in atmospheric pressure plasmas has two components—
3-body attachment which consumes thermal electrons and
2-body dissociative attachment which has a threshold energy.

e + N2 O→ O− + N2,
(9)

with rate coefficient 2  ×  10−10 cm3 s−1 when Te  =  2.9 eV.
Since the air above the water is humid, the polar gasphase water molecules often surround the ions in the after
glow forming water-cluster ions, denoted by M+(H2O)n or
M−(H2O)n [38, 39]. The initial ions form cluster-ions in tens
of ns. The ion–ion plasma containing mostly cluster ions
decays several orders of magnitude between pulses, but does
not fully recombine before the next pulse. Although the addi
tion of water molecules to water cluster ions is exothermic
up to 5–10 water molecules in humid atmospheric pressure
environments [40], the reaction mechanism in this study was
simplified to having clusters with no more than two water
molecules.
Densities of ions which trace their origins to O2, N2 and
H2O are shown in figure 3 during the discharge pulse and
afterglow for the 1st, 100th and 5000th pulses. For ions which
trace their origins to O2, the dominant positive ion during the
8
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Figure 3. Densities of gas phase charged species during the discharge pulse and afterglow in the base case after the 1st, 100th and 5000th
pulses. These species are roughly grouped into those originating from (a)–(c) O2, (d)–(f) N2 and (g)–(i) H2O. The negative ion dynamics
evolve over the 5000 pulses due to the accumulation of neutral species, however the positive ion dynamics are less affected. The high
humidity in this case results in the formation of water cluster ions.

avalanche phase of the discharge pulse is O+
2 . Formation of
O+
follows
by
3-body
associative
charge
exchange,
though its
4
density is two orders of magnitude lower during the discharge
+
pulse. The O+
2 and O4 then charge exchange with the ambient
+
H2O forming H2O . O−
2 forms on two different timescales,
producing the bimodal curve shown in figure 3. The first peak
is due to charge exchange from O− to O2 and occurs while
the Te is still elevated. The formation of O− is significant
only during the discharge pulse since dissociative electron
attachment to O2 has a threshold energy of 3.6 eV. The second
peak in O−
2 is due to three body attachment to O2, which has
a maximum at Te  =  0.06 eV, so the rate of reaction is largest
as Te is falling. Over several thousand pulses, the first peak
in O−
2 density increases because of accumulation of O3, and
the dissociative attachment reactions shown in equation (8).
The second peak decreases with increasing pulses since the
electron density more rapidly decreases, and there are fewer
electrons available when Te  =  0.06 eV.

The production of O−
3 has three dominant sources:
O− + O2 + M→ O−
(10a)
3 + M,
O− + O3 → O + O−
(10b)
3,
−
O−
(10c)
2 + O3 → O2 + O3 .

−
As O3 accumulates over many pulses, O−
2 and O densities
increase during the first 10 ns, and as a result the O−
3 produc
tion increases as well. The surviving O− and O−
are
eventually
2
converted to water cluster ions. At times exceeding hundreds
of microseconds, O−(H2O) and O−
2 (H2O)n are the surviving
negative ions.
For ions tracing their origin to nitrogen, N+
2 is first formed
by electron impact ionization of N2 but quickly undergoes asso
ciative charge exchange to form N+
4 , which has the highest den
sity of any nitrogen-containing ion during all discharge pulses.
The larger RNS, such as NO2, NO3, N2O4, HNO3, take several
9
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Figure 4. Densities of gas phase neutral species during the discharge and afterglow in the base case after the 1st, 100th and 5000th pulses.
These species are grouped into those ((a)–(c)) without nitrogen and ((d)–(f)) those containing nitrogen. Several neutral species accumulate
over many pulses, but the more reactive species form and are consumed with each pulse.

reactions to form, are not particularly reactive in the gas phase,
and therefore accumulate over many pulses. Nitrite (NO−
2 ) has
a negligible density on the first pulse and increases to be one
of the dominant negative ions with a density of 2  ×  1011 cm−3
during later pulses. As HNO3 accumulates from the 1st to
100th pulse, dissociative attachment produces NO−
2,

H2O+ is formed by direct electron impact ionization of
+
H2O in the gas phase and from charge exchange from N+
2 , N4 ,
+
+
11
−3
and O2 to H2O. H2O reaches a density of 6  ×  10 cm , but
is quickly depleted in formation of hydronium, H3O+, by,

e + HNO3 → NO−
(11)
2 + OH.

OH + H2O+ → H3O+ + O.
(14b)

As O3 accumulates from the 100th pulse to the 5000th pulse,
the charge exchange reaction

H3O+ forms cluster ions, H3O+(H2O)n which is the cluster
ion having the maximum density with each pulse. OH− and
its cluster ion are the most abundant anions originating from
H2O with a maximum density of 7  ×  1011 cm−3. The OH−
forms by dissociative attachment (e  +  H2O  →  OH−  +  H) to
H2O. There is some H− formation by an analogous dissocia
tive attachment process, but its production is limited to the
first 2 ns when Te is high, and so its density is an order of
magnitude smaller than OH−. The lifetime of OH− decreases
with successive discharge pulses as it charge exchanges with
the increasing density of O3 to form with O−
3 , which helps
buoy the density of O−
.
During
early
pulses
when
the density
3
of O3 is low, OH− is slowly consumed, and so the O−
3 density
remains fairly low at 2  ×  1010 cm−3 until 100 ns at which
point the density of OH− begins to decrease. By the 5000th
pulse, OH− is rapidly consumed by charge exchange to
11
−3
O3, producing a density of O−
3 in excess of 10 cm . Depletion
−
−
of OH also occurs through formation of OH (H2O)n, how
ever the density of this cluster ion also increases with the
accumulation of O3. The density of O−(H2O)n increases
with O3, which in turn generates OH−(H2O)n in the reaction
O−(H2O)n  +  H2O  →  OH−(H2O)n  +  OH. In this way the

H2 O + H2O+ → H3O+ + OH,
(14a)

−
O3 + NO−
(12)
2 → NO3 + HNO2,
−
rapidly converts NO−
2 to nitrate (NO3 ) and is the primary
−
source of NO3 .
+
The densities of N+, NO+, NO+
2 and NO (H2O)n are little
affected by the accumulation of species over the succession
of pulses. These ions indirectly come from electron impact
ionization of the N2 and O2 followed by

O+ + N2 + M → NO+ + N + M,
(13a)
+
N+
(13b)
3 + O2 → NO2 + N2,

where O+ is produced dominantly by dissociative ionization
of O2 and secondarily by direct ionization of O, though this
is a small source. N+
3 is the result of dissociative ionization
of N2 (or direct ionization of N, though this is also a small
source) followed by the reaction N+  +  N2  +  M  →  N+
3   +  M.
Although direct electron impact of NO, NO2, and N2O can
produce NO+ and NO+
2 , their contributions are not significant
even after 5000 pulses of accumulation.
10
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buildup of O3 depletes OH−, but increases the density of
OH−(H2O)n.
From this analysis, we find that stable neutral products
accumulate over thousands of pulses in humid air plasmas,
which in turn affect the density and identity of anions. For
these particular conditions, much of this multi-pulse anion
chemistry can be traced to the accumulation of O3. Therefore
increases in gas temperature, which typically reduce the accu
mulation of O3, would have a second order effect on the anion
densities. The gas phase cations produced at each pulse are
less affected by the accumulation of neutrals due, in large part,
to the high humidity. The formation of H3O+ and its clustering
with water represents the terminal cation, a process that is
little affected by the accumulation of reactant products.
The densities of ROS and RNS are shown in figure 4
during the 1st, 100th and 5000th pulses. These species can be
divided into three categories based on the timescales of their
evolution. During each discharge pulse, short-lived species
are formed by electron impact and are generally quenched or
consumed by reactions prior to the next pulse. N2(v), O2(v),
N2(A3Σu), and O2(1Σu) are in this group. A second set of spe
cies achieve a quasi-steady state density which modulates on a
pulse-to-pulse basis as the species is produced and consumed.
These species include O, OH, HO2, O2(1Δg), N, NO, and NO3.
Finally, the third set of species have long lifetimes with densi
ties that accumulate from pulse-to-pulse. These species either
continue to accumulate through the last pulse or reach a steady
state density. In either case, the timescales of the dynamics are
much longer than the interpulse period of 2 ms. O3, H2O2, CO,
N2O, HNO2, NO2, and HNO3 are in this category.
A large fraction of the power deposition is expended in
forming the vibrational and electronic excited states of N2 and
O2. The vibrationally excited states O2(v) and N2(v) are gener
ated with densities up to 6  ×  1014 cm−3 and 2  ×  1013 cm−3.
This stored energy contributes to gas heating by vibrationaltranslational (V-T) collisions on microsecond timescales. The
first metastable electronically excited state of N2, N2(A3Σu),
is rapidly quenched by O2 through dissociative excitation and
excitation transfer [41]. O2(1Σu), the second excited state of
O2, is rapidly quenched by collisions with water vapor to form
O2(1Δg). The production of electronically excited states also
affects the discharge by two-step electron impact ionization
and dissociation processes, which can enable more ionization
at a lower Te. Electron impact dissociation of H2O produces
H, which reacts to form H2 (H  +  H  +  M  →  H2  +  M) in a few
microseconds, so H does not accumulate.
In the second set of species, the only electronic excited state
that lasts beyond a few microseconds is O2(1Δg), with a col
lisional lifetime on the order of the interpulse period (2 ms). As
a result, there is some accumulation of O2(1Δg) on a pulse-topulse basis. Most of the O atoms, produced by electron impact
dissociation of O2 and dissociative quenching of N2(A3Σu) by
O2, are consumed in making ozone, O  +  O2  +  M  →  O3  +  M,
and this is the primary source of O3. This reaction occurs
within 100 µs and so O is mostly depleted with each pulse.
Electron impact dissociation of H2O produces OH which
combines to form H2O2 (OH  +  OH  +  M  →  H2O2  +  M), and
the H2O2 accumulates to a density of 3  ×  1013 cm−3. This

conversion takes slightly longer than the interpulse period
of 2 ms, so there is some accumulation of OH from pulse to
pulse. HO2 is mainly produced by H  +  O2  +  M  →  HO2  +  M,
but there are other reactions which contribute to its produc
tion. HO2 is produced in hundreds of nanoseconds to several
microseconds after the pulse, rather than during the discharge
pulse as do species which result directly from electron impact
processes. HO2 is dominantly consumed by,
OH + HO2 → H2 O+ O2,
(15a)
HO2 + O2(1∆g) → OH + O2 + O.
(15b)

Nitrogen atoms produced by electron impact dissocia
tion of N2 are not a highly reactive species on their own at
ambient temperatures, and so a large fraction of N atoms
simply recombine to form N2. However, their presence con
tributes significantly to formation of NxOy (especially NO)
and HNOx through reactions with ROS. NO primarily forms
by O2  +  N  →  NO  +  O during early pulses. However, during
later pulses N2O begins to accumulate, and the reaction
N2(A3Σu)  +  N2O  →  N2  +  N  +  NO dominates the formation
of NO. As a result, during later pulses, NO forms dominantly
during the discharge pulse when the density of N2(A3Σu) is
large, instead of during the afterglow. NO2 and NO3 are inter
mediate species to the formation of acids, and can also form
higher order RNS (N2O3, N2O4, N2O5) which further facilitate
acid formation.
The densities of the reactive species O, NO, O2(1Δg) and
OH at the end of each interpulse period have a counter intui
tive evolution over long time scales. These are species that
undergo transients during each pulse—generation followed by
consumption, but are not completely depleted before the next
pulse. The consumption following each pulse increases with
pulse number, resulting in their decaying to lower densities
between pulses at the 5000th pulse compared, for example, to
the 100th pulse. Although their production during each pulse
changes very little, the consumption of these species is more
rapid as the gas phase RONS accumulate. These consuming
reactions include
O + O 3 → O 2 + O 2,
(16a)
O + NO2+ M→ NO3 + M,
(16b)
NO + O3 → NO2 + O2,
(16c)
O2(1∆g) + O3 → O2 + O2 + O,
(16d)
OH + O3 → HO2 + O2.
(16e)

The presence of O3 produces some additional O by dissocia
tive attachment forming O−
2 , however in later pulses accumu
lating O3 reacts with any remaining O.
The third group of species, with reactive timescales much
longer than the interpulse period (here, 2 ms), includes sev
eral relatively stable species: H2O2 (from OH  +  OH  +  M  →  
H2O2  +  M), O3 (from O  +  O2  +  M  →  O3  +  M), N2O (from
O2  +  N2(A3Σu)  →  N2O  +  O), and HNO3. These species are
generally unreactive in the absence of organic molecules and
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at ambient temperatures. Most of these stable species react
with other reactive species (e.g. N+
2 , O), but not with other
accumulated neutrals. Other species in this category are reac
tive, but have longer reactive timescales. The cluster species
HO2NO2 forms by HO2  +  NO2  +  M  →  HO2NO2  +  M, is
stable in air and accumulates to 2  ×  1014 cm−3. NO2 has long
timescale dynamics, and is slowly converted to HNO3 by NO
M. This reaction limits its max
2  +  OH  +  M  →  HNO3  +  
imum density to 1  ×  1014 cm−3. HNO2 is a weak acid which
accumulates to a density of 1  ×  1014 cm−3 over many pulses,
and eventually forms HNO3.
During the long timescales (seconds to 10 s) diffusion
losses by solvation to the liquid can be significant for this
group of species. The fraction of the gas phase density that
can be transferred from the gas to the liquid is a function of
the Henry’s law equilibrium constant. Species whose densi
ties continue to increase through the 5000th pulse include H2,
O3, N2O, HNO2, HO2NO2, and NO2, all of which have lower
Henry’s law constants and, therefore, lower rates of loss by
solvation into the liquid. Species with the highest Henry’s law
constants, H2O2 and HNO3 reach a steady state because they
are lost to the liquid through solvation at the same rate as their
production.
3.2. Base case: plasma activated liquid chemistry

During each discharge pulse, fluxes of ions and electrons
reach the surface of the liquid as a consequence of ambipolar
diffusion. Upon entering the liquid, most of the positive ions
+
+
+
+
+
+
(N+
2 , N 4 , O2 , O4 , NO , H2 , NO2 and their corresponding
water cluster species) quickly charge exchange with H2Oaq,
+
+
forming H2O+
aq. The H2O quickly forms hydronium, H3Oaq
+
+
by reacting with water, H2Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  H3Oaq  +  OHaq.
The increasing density of H3O+
aq then decreases the pH of
the water. Electrons quickly solvate, which in our mech
−
anism is represented by H2O−
aq, which then forms O2aq by
−
−
H2Oaq  +  O2aq  →H2Oaq  +  O2aq. Excited state species from
the gas phase which enter the water and which have enough
energy to dissociate water are assumed to quickly undergo
dissociative excitation transfer, M∗aq  +  H2Oaq  →  Maq  +  Haq  
+  OHaq. The excited state and ion chemistry occurs primarily
during the first 100 ns after each pulse. In a spatially resolved
model, the majority of these reactions would occur in the nearsurface layer. Almost all of the rest of the neutral chemistry in
the liquid happens over timescales longer than the interpulse
period of 2 ms, accumulating over several pulses, as shown in
figure 5. In a spatially resolved model, these reactions would
occur deeper in the liquid.
Several acids formed in the gas or liquid dissociate in the
liquid, generating H3O+
aq, and lowering the pH of the water.
Nitric acid (HNO3aq) is a strong acid which dissociates to
form NO−
3aq, and it is the largest contributor to the plasmainduced acidification of the liquid. This acidification results
16
in an H3O+
cm−3 (8  ×  10−5 M), and a
aq density of 5  ×  10
final pH of 4.1 at the end of 5 min. For weak acids, which only
partially dissociate, this process is described by pKa, where

Figure 5. The densities of aqueous (a) RNS and (b) and (c) ROS
for the first 50 pulses of the base case. The most reactive species,
including many ions and excited states were omitted as they appear
as delta functions on these timescales. Several species establish
a pulsed equilibrium, while the others evolve over timescales
much longer than the interpulse period. A concentration of 1 M is
equivalent to a number density 6  ×  1020 cm−3.

pKa  =  −log(Ka). Ka is the acid dissociation constant which is
the equilibrium value of the products of the conjugate ions to
the acid. In our reaction mechanism, these processes are rep
resented by two reactions for each acid
−
HAaq + H2Oaq → H3O+
(17a)
aq + Aaq,
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the liquid. This reaction becomes important during the after
glow in the liquid. N2O is a stable species in both the gas and
liquid, originates with gas phase reactions and solvates to den
sities of 4  ×  1015 cm−3 (7  ×  10−6 M) in the liquid.
In plasma–liquid systems that have quiescent liquids, the
top layer of the liquid can become saturated at their Henry’s
law equilibration value by in-diffusing gas phase species. At
that point, the in-coming diffusion terminates until the aqueous
species either diffuse from the surface to reduce the density at
the surface below their equilibrium value, or their densities
decrease by reactions. In a system with a convectively domi
nated liquid, the in-coming solvated species are well-mixed in
the entire liquid, which then reduces their densities near the
surface and allows in-coming diffusion to continue. On very
long time scales in a non-reactive system, the final densities
for both systems will eventually reach the equilibrium value
in the entire liquid volume. However, on intermediate times
scales (short compared to in-liquid diffusion times but long
compared to convective times) the well-stirred liquid is able
to accept a larger fluence of reactants from the gas phase than
a system that is not well-stirred. The well-stirred assumption
used here should be considered an upper limit of the ability of
the liquid to accept reactivity from the gas phase. The lack of
a saturated liquid layer makes the solvation kinetics less sensi
tive to limitations on accepting reactants from the gas phase
determined by Henry’s law constants.

−
H3O+
(17b)
aq + Aaq → HA aq + H2Oaq .

The ratio of the reactions rates is 10−pKa. (The liquid in this
study does not contain a pH buffer.) Weak acids produced by
the plasma include HNO2aq (pKa  =  3.4), HO2aq (pKa  =  4.8)
and ONOOHaq (pKa  =  6.8). pKa is the approximate value of
the pH above which the weak acid will be mostly in dissoci
−
ated form ( A−
aq). So HNO2aq will be mostly in the form NO2aq
−
even as the liquid pH drops to 4.1. However, ONOOaq will
revert back to ONOOHaq once the pH falls below 6.8.
O3aq is a dominant ROS in the liquid accumulating to
5  ×  1016 cm−3 (8  ×  10−5 M), primarily from the solva
tion of gas phase O3. The negative ion O−
3aq then forms by
−
1
O−
2aq  +  O3aq  →  O2aq  +  O3aq. O2( Δg) solvates from the gas
resulting in 1  ×  1010 cm−3 (2  ×  10−11 M) of O2(1Δg)aq, which
decays by excitation transfer to H2Oaq.
OHaq has several significant sources including the solva
tion of gas phase OH and Oaq  +  H2Oaq  →  OHaq  +  OHaq.
OHaq rapidly forms H2O2aq. HO2aq comes from solvation of
HO2 as well as from O2aq  +  Haq  →  HO2aq.
In general, in spite of there being a small equilibrium den
sity of N2aq in the liquid, the source of aqueous RNS is domi
nantly from NxOy species generated in the gas phase solvating
into the liquid. The dominant reactions of NxOyaq are forma
tion of acids, HNOxaq. For example,
NO2aq + NO2aq + H2Oaq → HNO3aq + HNO2aq,
(18a)

3.3. Base case: afterglow chemistry

NOaq + NO2aq + H2Oaq → HNO2aq + HNO2aq,
(18b)

After 5000 discharge pulses lasting 10 s, power is removed from
the DBD, and the system continues to evolve during the after
glow. Ions in the gas recombine in hundreds of microseconds
after the plasma pulse, so they do not continue to deliver reac
tivity to the liquid during the afterglow. In the absence of gas
flow, the reactive neutrals remain in the gas above the liquid until
they are consumed by reactions or solvate into the liquid. First,
we will discuss the behavior of the gas phase reactive neutrals.
The densities of gas phase species up to 5 min into the
afterglow are shown in figure 6. Two distinct phases of decay
occur for H2O2, HO2NO2, N2O5, HNO3, HNO2 and NO2. For
approximately 1 s after the discharge pulses terminate, the loss
of these species is dominated by diffusion and solvation into
the liquid while there are also small rates of production. After
1 s, the densities drop low enough that the rates of diffusion
loss are on the order of their production rates. It is also pos
sible that the diffusion into the liquid would slow when the
density in the liquid approaches its equilibrium value given by
Henry’s law. However, that is not the case here. O3 and N2O
do not follow this pattern because the ratio of their densities
in the gas and the liquid are already close to their Henry’s law
equilibrium values due to their low Henry’s law constant. The
most reactive species, [OH, O, O2(1Δg), HO2, N, NO] have
gas-phase reaction rates with timescales much shorter than dif
fusion and so their losses are dominated by gas phase kinetics.
The densities of aqueous species are shown in figure 7
during the afterglow. In the liquid, the change in densities of
most species results from reactions as opposed to transport.
Diffusion out of the liquid into the gas can occur if a species

NO2aq + Haq → HNO2aq,
(18c)
NO2aq + OHaq → HNO3aq,
(18d
)
N2O4aq + H2Oaq → HNO3aq + HNO2aq,
(18e)
N2O5aq + H2Oaq → ONOOHaq + ONOOHaq.
(18f
)

These acids can then dissociate by hydrolysis,
+
HNO3aq + H2Oaq → NO−
(19a)
3aq + H3Oaq
+
HNO2aq + H2Oaq → NO−
(19b)
2aq + H3Oaq
+
ONOOHaq + H2Oaq → ONOO−
(19c)
aq + H3Oaq .

As a result of these reactions, NO−
3aq continues to accumulate in
the liquid through the 5000th pulse with a density of 5  ×  1016
cm−3 (8  ×  10−5 M). Peroxynitrous acid (ONOOHaq) primarily
forms by the reaction equation (18f ). Because peroxyni
trous acid (ONOOHaq) and its conjugate base, peroxynitrite
(ONOO−
aq), undergo different reactions, its lifetime and chem
istry depends on pH. ONOOHaq isomerizes to form HNO3aq or
dissociates into OHaq and NO2aq in hundreds of ms. It is more
stable in its dissociated form, peroxynitrite (ONOO−
aq).
The cluster species HO2NO4aq, solvated from the gas phase,
thermally decays to HO2aq and NO2aq with a time constant of
several seconds, providing a mechanism to deliver radicals
over much longer timescales than the application of plasma to
13
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Figure 6. Afterglow evolution of densities of gas phase (a) ROS
and (b) RNS. The time is relative to the end of the last discharge
pulse. The species densities decrease due to solvation into the liquid
during seconds of afterglow.

Figure 7. The decay of reactivity in liquid after the treatment has
been completed for species with densities (a) above 1014 cm−3 and
(b) below 1013 cm−3. Time is relative to the end of the last pulse.
Gas phase RONS continue to solvate during the afterglow, which
provides a source of these liquid resident RONS. Reactions deplete
most of the RONS at long timescales.

is over-saturated, but it is not significant in this system. The
most prevalent plasma produced species in the liquid are O3aq
and NO−
3aq. The cluster species HO2NO2aq thermally decays to
HO2aq and NO2aq with a time constant of several seconds. The
resulting NO2aq reacts with H2Oaq to form HNO2aq or HNO3aq,
which accounts for the increase in NO−
3aq on timescales of tens
−
of seconds. The HO2aq hydrolyzes to form H3O+
aq and O2aq.
HO2aq also reacts with OHaq to form O2aq and H2O. Although
H2O2aq is stable in pure water at room temperature, in this
system the reaction OHaq  +  H2O2aq  →  H2Oaq  +  O−
2aq results in
its consumption.
ONOOHaq isomerizes to form HNO3aq or breaks down into
OHaq and NO2aq in hundreds of ms, so it is more stable in its
hydrolyzed form, ONOO−
aq. This provides a source of OHaq on
long timescales.

from 8 kV to 14 kV. It is expected that most species should
increase in density with increasing voltage, due to the higher
energy deposition. In this case, the total energy deposi
tion over 5000 pulses varies from 0.8 J cm−3 (8 kV) to 1.6
J cm−3 (14 kV). The maximum electron density increases
from 9  ×  1011 cm−3 (8 kV) to 1.2  ×  1013 cm−3 (14 kV), and
Te varies from 3.7 eV to 5.5 eV. The peak gas temperature in
all cases does not exceed 303 K. The temperature is kept low
primarily as a result of thermal conduction, the last term in
equation (3), due to the small diffusion length of the gap. This
is a result of the assumption that the surfaces in contact with
the plasma are held at 300 K, and a 3 K temperature differ
ence in a 2 mm gap is enough to drive an energy fluence to
the walls of 1.6 J cm−3 in 10 s. In reality, the gas heating may
be higher, depending on the thermal properties of materials in
contact with the plasma. In a global model, the energy depo
sition is averaged over the volume of the reactor, whereas a

3.4. Applied voltage

Parametric studies were performed for otherwise identical
conditions to the base case while varying the applied voltage,
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Figure 8. The densities of gas phase (a) ROS and (b) RNS at the
end of the last pulse (10 s) for different applied voltages. Values
are shown normalized by their maximum density as a function
of voltage, shown to the right of each figure. Energy deposition
increases with applied voltage, so the density of RONS generally
increases.

Figure 9. The densities of gas phase plasma produced reactive
species at 2 min (10 s treatment and 110 s afterglow) for different
applied voltages. (a) ROS and (b) RNS. Values are shown
normalized by their maximum density as a function of voltage,
shown to the right of each figure. By this time, several of the species
(H, O, CO, and N) have decayed to negligible densities.

multi-dimensional model enables energy to be deposited in
the smaller volume of the streamer. This latter process can
produce locally higher gas temperatures.
The normalized densities of gas phase species as a function
of voltage are shown in figure 8 and of aqueous phase species in
figure 10. Normalized values are the densities after 5000 pulses
(10 s) divided by the maximum value over the parameterized
range. The intent here is to show the sensitivity of each spe
cies to the independent variable. The normalized densities of
gas and liquid RONS after 2 min are shown in figures 9 and 11.
The normalized densities of most species increase approxi
mately linearly with voltage over the range of 8 kV–14 kV. This
corresponds to a nearly linear increase of the energy deposition
with voltage, which means that the storage capacitor does not fully
discharge. The gas phase species following this trend include CO,
H2O2, O, N, HNO3, NO2, N2O5, HNO2, NO2, N2O, and HO2NO2.
The electron impact dissociation of H2 (e  +  H2  →  e  +  
H  +  H) has a threshold energy of 8.8 eV, so the rate of this
process increases significantly with Te, and therefore with
voltage. This increase in the production of H enables the reac
tion H  +  O2  +  M  →  HO2  +  M to produce more HO2, so a
higher voltage favors HO2 production.

After 5000 pulses (10 s), the densities of O3 and H2 both
peak at 10 kV, as shown in figure 8(a). From 8 to 10 kV the
inventory of O atoms produced during each pulse increases,
leading to production of more O3 by O  +  O2  +  M  →  O3  +  M.
As the voltage continues to rise, the production of O remains
relatively constant, however less O ends up in the form of O3.
The density of NO2 also increases with voltage and consumes
much of the O during production of NO3 (equation (16b)).
The HO2 densities at the end of the last pulse are nearly inde
pendent of voltage. More HO2 is produced with higher energy
deposition, but more NO2 is also produced, forming more of
the cluster species HO2NO2.
Late into the afterglow, (2 min after the start of treatment
corresponding to 10 s of plasma treatment followed by 110 s
afterglow), species such as H, CO, and N in the gas phase have
reacted, and their densities are negligible. The densities of the
remaining RONS are shown in figure 9. The density of O is
very low at this point, on the order of 106 cm−3, but the fact
that O3 can continue to generate O in small amounts at long
timescales may be significant in some applications. H2O2, O3,
and most of the RNS have the same dependence on voltage as
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Figure 10. The densities of aqueous plasma produced reactive

species at the end of the last pulse (10 s) for different applied
voltages. Values are shown normalized by their maximum density
as a function of voltage, shown to the right of each figure. (a) ROS
and (b) RNS generally increase with voltage, but ROS have a more
complex dependence on voltage, making selectivity possible.

Figure 11. The densities of aqueous plasma produced (a) ROS and

(b) RNS for different applied voltages at 2 min (10 s treatment and
110 s afterglow). Values are shown normalized by their maximum
density as a function of voltage, shown to the right of each figure.

NO2aq. These densities are shown in figure 10. The voltage
dependence of the densities of O3aq and H2aq at the end of
the last pulse matches the voltage dependence of their gas
phase counterparts (figure 8(a)). This indicates that the pro
duction of these species originates predominantly in the gas
followed by solvation into the liquid. The density of O−
3aq
decreases with applied voltage because it is consumed by
−
OHaq  +  O−
3aq  →  HO2aq  +  O2aq, and at higher voltages, the
density of OHaq is larger. The conjugate base of HO2aq is O−
2aq.
−
At lower voltages, the density of O2aq is significant, as the pH
is close to the pKa of HO2aq. At higher voltages, the pH is less
than the pKa value, and HO2aq does not dissociate. For the
RNS, the conjugate base of HO2NO2aq is O2NO−
2aq whose den
sity does not significantly increase for voltages above 10 kV as
the liquid becomes too acidic for net dissociation.
After 2 min, the voltage dependence of the densities of
−
OHaq, H2aq, O−
3aq, and O2NO2aq have significantly changed
while the voltage dependence of densities of O−
2aq, NO2aq,
ONOOHaq and HO2NO2aq have changed to a lesser extent, as
shown in figure 11. OHaq has a short lifetime, so by 2 min,
the majority of OHaq that was produced during the plasma-on

at the end of the last discharge pulse. The density of H2 has
changed from increasing with voltage after the last discharge
pulse (figure 8(a)) to decreasing approximately linearly with
voltage after 2 min (figure 9(a)). This change is due to reac
tions with the liquid, and occurs on long timescales because
only a small fraction of the H2 is solvated at any given time.
Although the lifetime of HO2 in this system is short (in the
afterglow, it is consumed by reactions HO2  +  NO2  +  M  →  
HNO2  +  O2  +  M), it is produced on long timescales by the
thermal decay of the cluster HO2NO2. At higher voltages,
the density of HO2 remains higher long into the afterglow, as
more HO2 has been stored in HO2NO2. This storage of HO2
results in its density being nearly independent of voltage at
10 s, but increasing with voltage after 2 min. For the RNS, the
dependence of the density of NO3 on voltage changes slightly
over 2 min. At higher voltages, there is more NO2, which can
slowly convert to NO3 long into the afterglow.
The liquid phase species whose densities scale with the
energy deposition after 5000 pulses (10 s) are OHaq, H2O2aq,
−
COaq, H3O+
aq, NO3aq, ONOOHaq, N2Oaq, HO2NO2aq and
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period has reacted to form H2O2aq. The OHaq after 2 min arises
from a few slow processes, primarily the reaction
H2aq + H2O2aq → Haq + OHaq + H2Oaq.
(20)

The density of O−
3aq increases with voltage due to its pro
duction by charge exchange between O−
2aq and O3aq, both of
whose densities increase with voltage. At 10 s, the trend in
the density of O−
3aq with voltage is dominated by the reaction
−
OHaq  +  O−
3aq  →  HO2aq  +  O2aq. However, after 2 min, the den
sity of OHaq is too low to significantly affect the density of
O−
3aq.
In the afterglow, H2aq is consumed by reaction with H2O2aq
(equation (20)). H2 has a low Henry’s law constant, so most of
the H2 resides in the gas. However, H2O2 has a large Henry’s
law constant, so most of the H2O2 resides in the liquid. This
means that the reaction between these two species is limited
by the transport of H2 from the gas to the liquid. Since the den
sity of H2O2aq increases with energy deposition, after a long
enough afterglow, H2 and H2aq both decrease with increasing
voltage.
−
O−
2aq and O2NO2aq are both the dissociated forms of weak
acids with a pKa  =  4.8. During the afterglow, the pH continues
to decrease due to transport of RNS from the gas phase and
acid formation. At low voltage, these changes in pH are more
significant and have a larger influence on the fractional dis
sociation of these weak acids. As a result, from 10 s to 2 min,
both species have a relative decrease in density at low voltage.
The densities of NO2aq, HO2aq, ONOOHaq, and HO2NO2aq
are more sensitive to voltage at 2 min than at 10 s. The densi
ties of these species fall more rapidly at low voltages. There
is less stored HO2NO2aq at low voltage, so it is depleted more
rapidly in the liquid. NO2aq and HO2aq production at long
timescales is a result of the slow decay of HO2NO2aq, so they
follow the same dependence as HO2NO2aq. ONOOHaq pro
duction at long timescales is an indirect result of this slow
decay by the reaction NOaq  +  HO2aq  →  ONOOHaq.

Figure 12. The densities of gas phase plasma produced RONS at

the end of the last pulse (10 s) for different air flow rates. (a) ROS
and (b) RNS. τr/τp is the average number of discharge pulses the
average input gas molecule is exposed to before flowing out of the
system. Values are shown normalized by their maximum density as
a function of flow rate, shown to the right of each figure.

3.5. Gas flow rate

In most experiments using DBDs to treat liquids and tissue,
there is no deliberate effort to control the flow of gas through
the volume in which the plasma is sustained. Some mixing of
the gas in the plasma region with the ambient gas is expected
from natural convection. On the other hand, forced convection
could be used as a control mechanism for regulating RONS
in both the gas and liquid phases. To investigate these pos
sibilities, forced convective flow was included in the model.
The resulting normalized densities of gas phase species are
shown in figure 12 and of aqueous phase species in figure 13
after 5000 pulses. Important scaling parameters in varying the
flow rate are the residence time of the gas in the discharge
region (τr) and the interpulse period (τp). Their ratio, τr/τp is
the average number of discharge pulses each gas molecule is
exposed to before it flows out of the system.
There are at least three ways in which flow can affect the
reactive species densities in the gas at the end of the 5000
pulses. First, the evaporating water vapor into the gas phase is
flushed out, so increasing flow decreases the relative humidity

in the gas. Second, some of the reactive species flow out before
they have time to undergo higher order reactions. Third, O3
does not accumulate since it flows out the system which then
prevents the previously discussed changes in the negative ion
processes during later pulses.
Over the range of flow rates of 1–2000 sccm (τr/τp  =  
6000–3), the gas phase H2O density varies from 8.6  ×  1017
cm−3 to 1.3  ×  1017 cm−3. The air is less saturated with water
vapor for shorter residence times. The peak electron density
during the last pulse varies from 2.2  ×  1012 cm−3 (flow rate of
1 sccm) to 2.4  ×  1012 cm−3 (2000 sccm). This small increase in
electron density is due to a combined effect of smaller densities
of H2O and O3. The maximum value of Te increases slightly as
the humidity decreases with increasing flow rate, from 4.2 eV
for 1 sccm to 4.3 eV for 2000 sccm, due to the decrease in H2O.
In short, as flow rates increase, O3 and H2O densities decrease,
so ne and Te increase slightly. These small changes do not
result in major changes in the initial production of reactants
during the discharge pulse. The exceptions are those species
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residence time; the species or its precursors simply flow out
of the system. There are also species whose densities decrease
more gradually with flow rate because the RONS they react
with also decrease with flow. Lastly, some species have a max
imum density at an intermediate flow rate.
In the gas phase, O3, H2, N2O, HO2NO4, N2O5 behave
simply with flow rate—their densities decrease with increasing
flow rate because their residence times decrease. This means
there is less accumulation and, in the case of RNS, less oppor
tunity for the multiple reactions required for their formation.
The second category of species, HNO2, CO, HNO3, HO2
and H2O2, also decrease with increasing flow rate, however
not as rapidly as the first group. For these species, there is
some increase in their production as flow increases, but that
increase in production is less significant than losses due to the
increase in flow rate. The reactions which produce this slower
decrease with flow include:
NO + OH + M → HNO2 + M,
(21a)
CO2+ N→ CO + NO,
(21b)
OH + NO2 + M → HNO3 + M.
(21c)

Each of these reactions have one or more reactants whose
density increases with flow at some point in the range of
1–2000 sccm. For example, the density of HNO2 decreases
with flow but has a plateau between 20 sccm and 200 sccm.
This range corresponds to a rapid increase in the density of
NO (discussed below). For CO, the recombination with O3
decreases as flow rate increases with there being less O3,
resulting in the density of CO decreasing more slowly with
flow rate. The density of HO2 also decreases more slowly with
flow rate because its losses by the reaction HO2  +  NO2  +  M  →  
HO2NO2  +  M are also reduced.
As the flow rate increases, the density of H2O2 generally
decreases. However at intermediate flow rates, 20 sccm–
100 sccm, there is no decrease. The OH produced with each
discharge pulse decreases with increasing flow rate, as the rel
ative humidity decreases. However there are several reactions
that can deplete OH after its production, including


OH + OH+ M→ H2O2 + M,

(22a)

(22b)
OH + NO2+ M→ HNO3 + M.

As the flow rate increases, the density of NO2 decreases, and
so more of the OH generated during each pulse is available to
produce H2O2. These opposing effects as flow rate increases
cause the H2O2 density to stay approximately constant
between 20 and 100 sccm.
The third category of gaseous species, which peak at an
intermediate flow, includes O2(1Δg), OH, O, NO, and NO2.
The dependence of the densities of these species on flow rate
should be evaluated not only in terms of their rates of produc
tion, but also in terms of how quickly they are consumed by
reactions. The maximum rates of production of these species
change very little with flow rate, but they are consumed by
reactions more quickly at low flow rates due to there being
larger densities of O3 and NOx. The dominant consuming
reactions for each of these species are:

Figure 13. The densities of aqueous plasma produced reactive
species at the end of the last pulse (10 s) for different air flow
rates. (a) and (b) ROS and (c) RNS. τr/τp is the average number of
discharge pulses the average input gas molecule is exposed to before
flowing out of the system. Higher flow rates deliver more ROS than
RNS to the liquid. Values are shown normalized by their maximum
density as a function of flow rate, shown to the right of each figure.

whose production or consumption are dependent on the den
sity of H2O which decreases with increasing flow rate.
The gas phase RONS can be divided into three types
of dependencies on flow rate. The densities of some species
decrease with increasing flow rate simply because of a shorter
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O2(1∆g)+ O3 → O2 + O2 + O,

(23a)

O+O3 → O2(1∆g) + O2,
(23b)
OH + O3 → HO2 + O2,
(23c)
NO + O3 → NO2 + O2,
(23d)
NO2 + NO3+ M→ N2O5 + M.
(23e)

These reactions occur on timescales on the order of the inter
pulse period and so their rates are not affected by flow out of the
system until high flow rates. In general, the most stable gaseous
RONS (O3, H2, N2O, HO2NO4, N2O5, HNO2, HO2, CO, HNO3,
H2O2) decrease with increasing flow rate, while the species
with a lifetime on the order of the interpulse period (O2(1Δg),
OH, O, NO, and NO2) peak at intermediate flow rates.
In this model, the liquid is well-stirred, but stagnant. That
is, there is no convective flow as there is in the gas phase.
Nevertheless, the composition of the liquid is a function of
gas flow rate due to the rates of solvation of gas phase spe
cies. The dependence of the density of aqueous species on the
gas phase flow rate is shown in figure 13. These dependen
cies can be separated into the same three groups: densities
decreasing with flow due to residence time of gas phase spe
cies, decreasing with flow more slowly, and peaking at an
intermediate flow rate.
The first category (aqueous densities decreasing with flow
rates) includes all of the gas phase RNS, shown in figure 13(c),
with the exception of NO2aq. The RNS tend to take several
reactions to form in the gas, and as a result, the gas phase RNS
or their precursors leave the system at high flow rates before
they can solvate into the liquid. O3aq, H2aq, and H3O+
aq also
simply decrease with flow rate due to a shorter residence time
of their gas phase precursors.
The second category of species, densities which gener
ally decrease with flow rate, include NO2aq, H2O2aq, OHaq,
and COaq. The dependence of NO2aq on flow rate differs from
that of its gas phase precursor NO2. At low flow rates when
the densities of HO2 and NO2 are both high, the NO2 can be
stored in the cluster molecule HO2NO2, which then solvates
in the liquid and produces NO2aq at later times. At higher flow
rates, the cluster molecule does not form in abundance, and
the NO2aq is mostly a result of direct solvation of NO2. H2O2aq
and COaq follow the dependence on gas phase flow rate of
their gas phase precursors. The density of OHaq decreases
with flow rate until 50 sccm. Above 50 sccm, the density of
OHaq continues to decrease, but more slowly. This depend
ence differs from that of the density of gas phase OH because
there are significant sources of OHaq in the liquid, such as

Figure 14. The densities of aqueous plasma produced reactive

species at 110 s (relative to the beginning of the first pulse) for
different pulse repetition frequencies. (a) ROS and (b) RNS. The
reactive species decrease with PRF because for higher PRF it has
been a longer time since the last voltage pulse. Values are shown
normalized by their maximum density as a function of PRF, shown
to the right of each figure.

These sources of OHaq are more significant at low flow rates
as there are higher densities of ONOOHaq and O−
3aq. Above
50 sccm, the solvation of OH from the gas is the more signifi
cant source of OHaq.
Liquid species whose densities are maximum at inter
mediate flow rates include O2(1Δg)aq, HO2aq, and O−
2aq. The
variation of the density of O2(1Δg)aq with flow rates simply
matches the density of its gas phase precursor having a
maximum at 500 sccm. HO2aq hydrolyzes to form H3O+
aq and
−
O2aq if the liquid is not too acidic. At higher flow rates the
liquid is less acidic due to there being less solvated RNS. At
flow rates above 100 sccm, the dissociated form of HO2aq
−
(O−
2aq) dominates. The sum of the densities of HO2aq and O2aq
monotonically increases with flow rate, which differs from
the behavior of HO2 in the gas. This sum increases with
flow rate because OHaq decreases with flow rate, and OHaq
consumes HO2aq by the reaction OHaq  +  HO2aq  →  O2aq  +  
H2Oaq.

+
O−
(24a)
3aq + H3Oaq → O2aq + OHaq + H2Oaq ,
+
OH−
(24b)
aq + H3Oaq → Haq + OHaq + H2Oaq ,

Oaq + H2Oaq → OHaq + OHaq,
(24c)
ONOOHaq + H2Oaq → OHaq + NO2aq + H2Oaq.
(24d
)
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Table 3. Rate coefficients for reactions with peptidoglycan

3.6. Pulse repetition frequency

(cm3 s–1) [40].

When varying the pulse repetition frequency (PRF), com
paring the reactive species densities at the end of the same
number of pulses is misleading because species have had
less time to react and solvate at high PRF. For this reason,
we compared the reactive species as a function of PRF after
110 s, corresponding to 12 s after completing 5000 pulses at
the lowest PRF. These results are shown in figure 14 for PRFs
from 51 Hz to 5.1 kHz. The gas temperature is essentially
300 K at the lowest frequencies and reaches 307 K at 5.1 kHz.
Te is unaffected by PRF and the peak ne decreases with PRF
(from 2.9  ×  1012 cm−3 to 2.4  ×  1012 cm−3).
The densities of most of the RONS, including OHaq, H2O2aq,
−
−
−
O−
3aq, HO2aq, O2aq, O2NO2aq, HO2NO2aq, ONOOHaq, and NO2aq
are strongly influenced by the time since the last voltage pulse.
For the lowest frequency, 51 Hz, only 12 s have elapsed since
the last discharge pulse and so most of the RONS have not yet
decayed. For the highest frequency, 5.1 kHz, the time since the
last pulse has been 109 s, and so more decay of the RONS has
occurred. This trend is expected since, as shown in figure 7,
most of the reactive densities decay in the afterglow.
The exceptions to this pattern are the most stable species—
−
H2aq, O3aq, H3O+
aq, NO3aq, N2Oaq—whose densities do not
monotonically decrease with increasing PRF. At higher PRF
there is a greater tendency to form O3, H2, and N2O, instead
of HNO3. A higher PRF means that the interpulse period is
shorter than the diffusion time of gas phase species into the
liquid and so gas phase reactions tend to dominate.
HNO3 production is by OH  +  NO2  +  M  →  HNO3  +  M,
while the HNO3 solvates with a large Henry’s law con
stant. At high PRF, more NO2 ends up in N2O, rather than
HNO3, because the density of N is, on the average, higher for
higher PRF

Radical

C–O breaking

C–C breaking

C–N breaking

Oaq
OHaq
O3aq
H2O2aq

6.35  ×  10–10
5.42  ×  10–10
4.80  ×  10–10
2.32  ×  10–10

3.43  ×  10–10
2.92  ×  10–10
2.63  ×  10–10
1.55  ×  10–10

3.96  ×  10–10
8.20  ×  10–10
4.74  ×  10–10
—

was chosen to be 100 ppm so that the PG was not depleted at
the end of the simulation. The conditions are otherwise the
same as the base case. Actual bio-relevant solutions may have
a large range of densities of different biomolecules, and the
biomolecules themselves will likely undergo very different
reactions with in-liquid ROS. The goal of this parameteriza
tion is to emphasize the importance of the participation of
biomolecules in the reaction mechanism. Reactions were only
included for O3, O, OH, and H2O2 with PG as those reaction
probabilities were available, but reactions with RNS and HO2
may also be significant. Since biological responses are com
plex and nonlinear, the amount of degradation of PG is not
necessarily an indication of the potential of sterilization or
killing of bacteria. However, this analysis provides insights
into the importance of the consumption of RONS by organics
to the gas and liquid phase chemistry.
Most of the densities of RONS, in both the gas and the
liquid, as shown in figure 15, are lower with PG since PG
consumes several radical species in these liquids. These pro
cesses correspond to a transfer of reactivity from the plasma
produced species to the biological molecules. The end result
is PG with broken bonds or radical sites, that could initiate a
cascade of other reactions.
The PG influences the densities of reactive species in
the gas by consuming their analogues in the liquid, whose
replenishment may be limited by Henry’s law saturation.
Since the density of the species in the liquid is lowered by
reaction with PG, the fluid can accept a larger fluence of
this species from the gas during a given treatment time. This
increase in the acceptance of gas phase species into the liquid
is particularly true for O3, which is at or near its Henry’s law
equilibrium value in the liquid for most of the plasma-on
period. The maximum density of O3 in the gas phase with PG
(4.7  ×  1015 cm−3) is only 3% of the O3 density in the base
case (1.7  ×  1017 cm−3) without PG. O3aq is largely depleted
by reactions with PG, which then enables more O3 from the
gas phase to enter the liquid. In the base case, the buildup
of O3 decreases ne by attachment towards the end of each
plasma pulse. The final pulses with PG in the liquid have a
slightly (4.7%) higher ne in the gas phase than the base case
because the density of O3 is lower. This higher electron den
sity during the later pulses results in an increased gas phase
density of N, O, OH, and O2(1Δg). The density of H2 in the
gas is also higher with PG as a result of the reduced density of
O3. The production of H is higher with the higher ne, and the
H is more likely to combine into H2 than undergo the reaction
H  +  O3  →  OH  +  O2.
In the liquid, the species which react with PG (H2O2aq,
OHaq, Oaq, O3aq) have lower densities than in the base case.

N + NO2 → N2 O + O.
(25)

In the end, this trend results in less production of HNO3, and
suggests that in an air plasma, PRF may be used to control the
acidification of the liquid.
3.7. Biomolecules

In order to examine the consequences of biological molecules
on the in liquid reactivity, peptidoglycan (PG) was added to
the water. Peptidoglycan is the structural component of bacte
rial cell walls. Recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
by Yusupov et al [42] have provided reaction probabilities for
ROS with PG. The MD simulations did not include the miti
gating effects of surrounding water molecules, so the reaction
probabilities are likely an upper limit. The reaction rates used
for the breaking of carbon–oxygen bonds (C–O), carbon–
carbon bonds (C–C), and carbon–nitrogen bonds (C–N) are
listed in table 3.
The ROS in the liquid react with PG molecules that have
not already reacted with RONS. The PG that does react is con
verted to a radical like form. Since PG is a large molecule,
it is highly likely that the RONS will continue to react with
the PG-radical. The initial concentration of PG in the liquid
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Figure 15. Densities of species in the (a) gas and (b) liquid after the 5000th discharge pulse (10 s) with and without peptidoglycan in the

liquid. Species which directly react with PG in this mechanism include O, OH, O3, and H2O2.

4. Concluding remarks

Most of the RONS densities in the liquid decrease with the
addition of PG because the PG consumes several ROS impor
tant to their formation. Even though the RNS in the liquid
do not directly react with the PG, they generally require ROS
in their formation pathways and the ROS do react with PG.
There are a few exceptions, however. The densities of HO2aq
and O−
2aq are significantly larger with PG in the liquid. The
density of HO2aq is larger because it is not consumed by OH
(OH  +  HO2  →  H2O  +  O2), whose density decreases with the
addition of PG. NOaq is also higher, but recall that this is a
short lived species, so its density is due to the last voltage
pulse.
Although the production of HNO3 in the gas is higher with
PG, the density of its conjugate base NO−
3aq is lower with PG.
This is a result of the decrease in production of NO−
3aq in the
liquid from other radicals such as NO2aq and NO3aq. As a
result, the liquid is less acidic with PG. The decrease in NO2,
NO3, NO2aq, NO3aq and N2O5aq with PG also results in less
ONOOHaq and HO2NO2aq.
In summary, the presence of organic molecules consumes
much of the initial ROS reactivity, such as Oaq, OHaq, and
O3aq, reducing the production of species which require many
steps to form, such as HO2NO2aq and ONOOHaq. The PG in
the liquid also increases the fluence of ROS, especially O3,
that can be transferred from gas to the liquid over the treat
ment period.

Global modeling is a valuable method to address plasma–
liquid interactions for long timescales with complete reac
tion mechanisms and without an unreasonable computational
burden. This method is not suitable for addressing systems
with unique geometrical dependencies, but is valuable to pro
viding insights to systematic trends.
In an air DBD over liquid covered tissue, the positive ion
dynamics are fairly consistent over several thousand discharge
pulses. However, the negative ion dynamics evolve over thou
sands of pulses because of the accumulation of O3 and NOx
which undergo attachment processes. Excited states and ions
have lifetimes shorter than the interpulse period of 2 ms of the
base case, but many more stable species accumulate with each
pulse. In a well-stirred liquid, the rate of solvation of plasma
produced species is a less sensitive function of their Henry’s
law constants than a system that is not well stirred due to the
lack of a surface layer that may quickly saturate. However, at
long enough time scales when equilibrium is fully established,
these differences are less important. The dynamics of RONS
in the liquid are pH dependent, as the dissociated and undis
sociated forms of weak acids undergo different reactions. O3aq
and NO−
3aq are the most prevalent plasma produced liquid spe
cies and the nitric acid so formed lowers the final pH to 4.1
for the base case.
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Increasing applied voltage generally increases the reac
tivity produced in the liquid, as the energy deposition is
higher. Most of the species increase approximately linearly
with applied voltage in both the gas and the liquid. The O3
and the H2 however, peak at an intermediate voltage. H2 is
dissociated as Te increases with voltage, and O begins to react
with larger densities of NO2 instead of O2 at higher voltages.
As the gas flow rate increases in an air DBD, the rela
tive humidity decreases, and reactive but long lived species,
including O3, flow out of the system. Since O3 and H2O decrease
with increasing flow rate, ne and Te increase. The densities of
the most stable RNS decrease with flow rate, as they take sev
eral steps to form. Species with a lifetime on the order of the
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